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SUMMARY
Internet of Things (IoT) is well studied from many aspects; however, data transmission in a large-scale
constructed IoT network is still an open topic. In this paper, the problems of channel congestion caused by
mass data transmission are discussed respectively from different perspectives. Then, a multiple layer solution is proposed, pointing to each layer including data processing architecture, data dimension reduction, data
abandon protocol, and spectrum sharing. In the architecture layer, a combined scheme with cloud computing
and sea computing is introduced. Context awareness and granular computing is exploited to implement the
data dimension reduction. And cognitive protocol is involved with type of service, which drops certain data to
guarantee the entire network connectivity. Then, a principal–agent theory based two-step game model is proposed with the consideration of cooperation and price coefficient, which affect the secondary user’s choice
and primary user’s profit. Some incomplete information is assumed as random variables so that certainty
equivalent is introduced in the model. A simple scenario shows how the data dimension reduction works and
how simulations for data abandon protocol and spectrum sharing test the two parts, respectively. Copyright
© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most popular topics in recent years [1, 2]. It is a network of
Internet-enabled objects, which aims at increasing the ubiquity of the Internet by integrating every
object for interaction via embedded systems and leads to the highly distributed network of devices
communicating with human beings as well as other devices. Combining with the infrastructures
of the every heterogeneous networks including Internet and mobile networks, these objects can
communicate with humans and enable people to monitor and control them and enjoy their intelligent services anytime and anywhere. Now, IoT is constructing under some challenging issues, and
enormous amounts of data transmission are a big one.
From the data aspect, they describe the attributes of entities, for example, various values, characters, structures, and environment information. Besides, IoT applications cover many layers from
bottom physical layer to upper cloud computing system layer, which inevitably contains a great deal
of overt and latent semantics. Anticipating the vast volumes of data generated, it includes mechanisms for moving intelligence and capabilities for IoT such as filtering, pattern recognition, machine
learning, and decision-making to enable distributed and decentralized processing of the information,
either locally or remotely in the server center [3]. Although locally decentralized data processing is
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expected to reduce extra interaction and disperse the cost of computation because the terminals and
gateways could figure out themselves, huge amounts of data, which have to be transferred, gathered,
stored, and so on, in the center or application server are not possible to avoid.
From the protocol aspect, different services’ protocols require different QoS. Then, IoT works as
a universal bridge can not protect all critical applications. A basic rule for the IoT is to guarantee
the connectivity of the entire network. Hence, the priority of services should be exploited, whereas
some applications that possibly congest the traffic will be discarded dynamically.
From the network aspect, Zigbee network, a widely used sensor network, often comprising the
sensor layer of IoT, is using 2.4 GHz ISM with 16 channels separated by 5 MHz. However, each
node as a member of whole network may transmit, receive, and relay mass information every
millisecond, which means that the channel will be easily fully occupied, so the channel congestion
that causes overall channel quality to degrade and loss rates to rise [4] seems inevitable.
In order to solve these problems, a multiple layer design is proposed as an integrated scheme to
face at every difficulties discussed earlier.
First, cloud computing and sea computing may be two ways in data processing architecture. In
cloud computing [5], applications are provided and managed by the cloud server and data are also
stored remotely in the cloud configuration. Terminals do not download and install applications on
their own. Sea computing is a new computing model of IoT [6]. Through embodying the computing
unit and communications equipment in the physical world objects, the objects can interconnect with
each other. Even in the scene that is unpredictable to judge in advance, sea computing can realize
the interaction between nodes. Its essence is making the information device invisibly integrated into
the real physical world everywhere and extending the informatization to the physical world.
With the consideration of energy consumption, communication module costs most part of a node’s
power. In other words, data transmission power is more than data processing power mostly. A 100-m
transmission power with 1-bit data is equivalent to computer executing 3000 orders [7]. Therefore,
cloud computing, which collects data into its server center for data processing, may cause huge
consumptions. Additionally, some particular circumstances such as battlefield, security surveillance, and accurate control require a real-time data process. It is extremely difficult to guarantee
real-time operation in redundant serial steps with distributed collection-centric process-feedback
control mode.
Sea computing emerges to solve these problems because nodes can process the data with less
communication and short transmission. The precondition of this method is that nodes should have a
certain computing ability in both hardware and algorithms. However, many cheap nodes cannot
operate fast and constrain in running non-complex computation. Some applications deploying
expensive nodes with higher computing ability seems unfeasible whereas a large number of applications are restricted with cost. Hence, the reasonable architecture is combined cloud computing and
sea computing. Simple data process can be achieved by nodes themselves or the neighbor or the sink.
Complicated process would be handled by the cloud center after the data are sent from the nodes.
Second, from the data perspective, how to reduce data transmission is quite difficult with reasonable control. Some methods run for data reduction, for example, compression, PCA, independent
component analysis, and neural network. Most of these algorithms are focusing on data feature but without context information. Specifically, compression with wavelet, compressed sensing,
linear transform, and so on can decrease the redundancy of the data themselves but is very limited. PCA and independent component analysis would reduce the data dimensions with eigenvalues
information, which talks about data’s correlation other than the meaning of the data [8, 9]. Fuzzy
mathematics methods are exploited in this issue in recent years. Elloumi et al. [10] gave a multilevel
conceptual data reduction approach based on the Lukasiewicz implication via the reduction of the
object sets by keeping only the minimal rows in each table. In terms of rough set theory, Liu et al.
[11] studied the reduction of concept lattices in the sense of lattice isomorphism and proposed two
kinds of reduction methods for concept lattices in formal contexts. Granular computing (GrC) is an
emerging computing paradigm of fuzzy information processing [12–14]. It concerns the processing of complex information entities called information granules, which arise in the process of data
abstraction and derivation of knowledge from information. In this paper, we use GrC to reduce the
contextual data via QoS adaption.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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For the service protocols, in order to ensure the normal operation of the network, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed IntServ model, DiffServ model, multi-protocol label switching
(MPLS) technology, Traffic Engineering, and Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) to manage
and control applications’ QoS. Most of them identify the transmission priority of the packet before
the packets are sent to the network. The status of the network has great impact on the general
level of QoS. Therefore, academic research has begun into how to integrate cognitive elements in
next-generation network to overcome the inherent defects in the current network. Some researchers
proposed self-configuration features of the routing algorithm from the perspective of routing optimization [15]. From the perspective of cross-layer design, a special algorithm is used to dynamically
select the parameters of each layer, such as transmission power of the physical layer, avoidance time
of the MAC layer, and variable transmission rate range of the network layer [16]. In [17], it is
dynamically classified as the network resources by the characteristics of data flow. These researches
have achieved good results; however, all these are under the conditions that the link state can meet
the QoS parameters required for applications. The network can provide QoS guarantee according to
certain priority policy. These policies ignore the situation when the link state cannot afford the QoS
parameter requirements of some applications.
In this paper, we introduce a cognitive data abandon (CDA) protocol based on parameter sensitivity. It classifies the applications by various combinations of the QoS parameters and uses a cognitive
layer to modify the loss probability of the packet. So, this method ensures not only the fairness of
the priority-based scheduling when the links works well but also the correctness of packet loss when
the link state suffered a sudden deterioration.
In [18], the Zigbee signal can coexist with 802.11b/g/n and 802.15.4, which also use 2.4 GHz
but are charged networks. Therefore, the Zigbee network has the possibility to share these network’
channel or spectrum for its own transmission if necessary, even with some reasonable charging.
Then, cognitive radio technology [19, 20] could be considered as a promising approach, enabling
wireless devices to utilize the spectrum adaptively and efficiently with high quality.
In the theory of cognitive radio, the users in radio are divided into primary users (PU) and
secondary users (SU). PU has superior right and authority in using specific spectrum. SU is the
user who can access the PU’s vacant spectrum resources under some certain rules after sensing the
spectrum conditions of PU. This way is an amazing approach to increase the spectrum utilization.
Now, many research is based on microeconomics knowledge such as game theory [21]. Literature
[22–25] studied the competition relationship between PU and SU, and proposed non-cooperative
game models and Nash equilibriums are achieved. Han et al. [26] and Gatsis et al. [27] considered
that the mutual cooperation could enhance the overall profits, so they modeled with cooperative
games. Because PU and SU could only make one choice simultaneously, the deal might be canceled because of conflict. Ji and Liu [28] and Niyato and Hossain [29] proposed multi-step dynamic
game models, which partitioned the behavior of both sides with serial. One could observe the other’s
action and then make his or her own scheme. Sengupta and Chatterjee [30], Wang et al. [31], and
Wu et al. [32] further considered that the mutual information is usually incomplete and introduced
auction games [33] to solve this problem. Some dynamic game models exploited multi-step game
and obtained the equilibrium by recursive convergence, which cost the system much. Then, Yang
and Li [34] and Zhang and Zhang [35] based on more simple two-step model by treating PU and
SU as leader and follower generated Stackelberg model. Gao et al. [36] did not use game theory to
model this problem but linked the quality and price of the spectrum together, as better quality needed
more money. PU made a quality–price contract for SUs and encouraged SUs of buying better-quality
resources. Chen and Chen [37] considered a single spectrum sensing scenario where only one cognitive user is elected to perform spectrum sensing, and then it broadcasts its sensing results to the
other cognitive users. Next, the scheduled spectrum sensing scheme is further generalized to work
in a multiple spectrum sensing scenario.
In this paper, the relationship between PU and SU can be treated as principal and agent.
Then, a principal–agent theory based two-step game model is proposed with the consideration
of cooperation and price coefficient, which affect the SU’s choice and PU’s profit. Further, some
incomplete information is assumed as random variables so that certainty equivalent is introduced in
the model.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the combined architecture of IoT
data processing. Section 3 tells about the adaptive data dimension reduction scheme using context
awareness and GrC. Data abandon is exploited on the basis of service sensitivity with cognitive
protocol in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, a principal–agent based dynamic spectrum sharing system
is proposed with simulation. Section 6 concludes in the end.
2. ARCHITECTURE
With sea computing concept, the terminal nodes have process ability. It also means that nodes should
have been written with corresponding processing programs. The programs should have the following characters. (i) Embodiment: Information devices are embodied into various things, so do the
sensors. The information devices have the same life cycle as the object, and it is self-management
and self-maintenance. (ii) Autonomy: The objects are not controlled passively, but possess a certain
autonomous and autonomic ability. (iii) Swarm intelligence: The intelligent algorithm makes the
decision by the node more effective and accurate.
In node’s memory: The processing programs are initially written in the flash memories. For certain types of data, the programs are accordingly various. Even dealing with the same type, different
targets, context, and applications makes the process programs different. For example, in temperature
sensing for outdoors and patient body, the sampling frequency is various because the outdoor temperature does not change fast normally and low sampling will benefit for energy saving whereas
patient’s temperature is sensitive, then the sampling frequency can be high. Consequently, the
programs embedded can be revised with centralized control.
From cloud server: If the program or parameter needs modification or update, the patch or
advanced release will be downloaded from the cloud server as a batch process, as Figure 1, which
obviously is a giant job for individual configurations in local.
From local: When new nodes substitute for retired nodes or are supplemented in a region, people
hope that the programs adaptively match the local network requirement. The new node can download
the program from its neighbor or intelligent sink as p2p protocol (Figure 2), thereby significantly
decreasing the cost for long transmission from the cloud server.

Figure 1. Download program from cloud server.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Download program with p2p mode.

3. ADAPTIVE DATA DIMENSION REDUCTION
3.1. Contextual data
The context awareness has an extensive application field in human production living such as the
intelligent official work, household service, and medical treatment. Implementing the application
system as intelligent, controllable, and predictable as highly as the final destination of the contextaware computing make the topology states in the IoT system predictable and reasonable to some
extent through utilizing the IoT nodes’ relevant real-time information, data, states, and parameters
as the context knowledge [38–40].
Context-aware data can also imply whether the data are beyond the node’s processing ability and
need to be sent to the server center. More importantly, in this paper, classifying the sensitivity of the
data should be provided, which gives a reference for selecting non-neglected information.
Sensing data are aggregated and federated [41] in the intelligent gateway, which classify different
information into categories. The data with similar characters are loading on one table at a time, for
example, in the smart home, shown in Table I. Some characters may be default as the sensors are not
deployed or out of work. Sensitivity gives a decision character of each data row (sensitivity can be
seen as importance). However, it does not mean data with high sensitivity have to be saved and with
low sensitivity are discardable if necessary. A more complicated strategy will be discussed later.
3.2. Granular computing
Granular relationships analysis corresponds to class relationships, which can include the following
types: inheritance, where a subclass inherits all of the attributes and behavior of its superclass; association, where objects of one class are associated with objects of another class; aggregation (strong
association), where an instance of one class is made up of instances of another class; composition
(strong aggregation), where the composed object cannot be shared by other objects and dies with
its composer; and others as well [42]. IoT data sometimes are over-sampled. In a similar environment, the same type of sensor nodes may collect analogy information in parallel. Therefore, many
Table I. Smart home.
ID

temp

humi

lumi

power

location

sensitivity

Rm1
Rm2
Rm3
Rm4
Rm5

28
28
29
27.5
29

41
41
42
—
42

200
200
—
170
—

31.4
87.1
43.5
29.4
—

S
S
S
N
E

3
3
2
2
1
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redundancies exist and occupy much network resources. GrC aims to classify the data and abstract
skeleton information, which can represent the full meaning to some extent. Then, abstracted data
are adaptively reserved by a QoS requirement. Decision of reserved data is soft with fuzzy logic.
The gateway needs to support the intelligence when aggregating decentralized sensor data.
3.2.1. Rough set on incomplete information system.
Definition 1
Quaternion S D .U , A, V , fS/ is anT
information system. Let U be a universe whose elements are
called objects. Let A D C D.C D D ¿/ be a finite nonempty set of attributes or features,
where C denotes condition attributes and D represents
S decision attributes. For each attribute a 2 A,
we associate it with a set of values or labels Va , V D a2A Va . And there is an information function
f connecting elements of U and elements of Va . In this case, the value of an object x 2 U on an
attribute a 2 A is denoted by f .x, a/ 2 Va . For some x 2 U , a 2 C , we use f .x, a/ D  to indicate
the situation that f .x, a/ is unknown. This kind of information system with some f .x, a/ D  is
called incomplete information system.
Expanding the equivalence relation in classical rough set theory, Kryszkiewicz [43] gave the
definition of compatibility relation in incomplete information system.
Definition 2
For an incomplete information system S , 8P  C , SIM.P / determined a binary relation:
SIM.P /

D ¹.x, y/ 2 U  U j8a 2 P , f .x, a/ D f .y, a/
or f .x, a/ D  or f .y, a/ D º

(1)

Here, SIM.P /, which is reflexive and symmetric, is called the compatibility relation or the
indistinguishable relation of the condition attribute subset P . And  denotes the Cartesian product
of sets.
Then comes the definition of compatibility granule:
Definition 3
Let S be an incomplete information system, P  C . For 8x 2 U , the compatibility granule of
object x is defined as follows:
SP .x/ D ¹y 2 U j .x, y/ 2 SIM.P /º

(2)

Compatibility granule SP .x/ is the maximal sets of all the objects that are indistinguishable with
x on the condition attribute subset P .
Under the incomplete information system, an object may belong to more than one compatibility
granule. For this reason, we cannot simply obtain a partition of the universe; instead, we have the
e
coverage of all compatibility granule. In this paper, we take U=SIM.P
S / D P D ¹SP .x/jx 2 U º as
a classification of the universe. Here, for each x 2 U , SP .x/ ¤ ¿, x2U SP .x/ D U .
Definition 4
For a subset X of the universe U , its lower and upper approximations are given by
SP .X / D ¹X 2 U j SP .x/ \ X ¤ ¿º

(3)

SP .X / D ¹X 2 U j SP .x/  X º

(4)

Definition 5
For 8x 2 U , P  C , if SP na .x/ D SP .x/, then the attribute a 2 P is unnecessary or superfluous
for P , or else a is necessary for P . Here, P n a means all other attributes in P except a. If every
attribute in P is necessary, then P is called independent; otherwise, P is dependent.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Definition 6
For 8x 2 U , P  C , if P is independent and SP .x/ D SC .x/, then P is called a reduction of C ,
designated as RED.C /.
3.2.2. Granular space.
Definition 7
e D ¹SP .xi /, SP .x2 /,    SP .xjU j /º, the
Given S D .U , A, V , f /, P  C , U=SIM.P / D P
granularity of the compatibility granule on subset P is defined as follows:
GD.P / D

jU j
1 X
j SP .xi / j
j U j2

(5)

i D1

Definition 8
¯
®
S
For an incomplete information system S D .U , A, V , f /, A D C D, Va D v1d , v2d , : : : vnd is
the set of values of the decision attribute D. Information entropy of a subset X  U is defined
as follows:
E.X / D 

n
X

pi log pi

(6)

i D1

Here, pi D ki  j X j, ki represents the number of objects whose decision attribute equals vid ,
and j X j is the object number in set X . Information entropy E.X / measures randomness of set
X . A small entropy indicates that one decision attribute value occupies a leading position in set X .
Particularly, when all the decision attributes equal the same value in set X , E.X / D 0.
Definition 9
Given a condition attribute subset P , the classification of the universe can be written as
e D ¹SP .x/jx 2 U º. The definition of information entropy of P is
U=SIM.P / D P
jU j
1 X
H.P / D
E.SP .xi //
jU j

(7)

i D1

H.P / > 0 embodies the classification capacity of condition attribute subset P under the incomplete information system S . A large H.P / indicates the weak classification capacity of P , and
vice versa.
Definition 10
Condition attribute subset P  C , 8c 2 C ŸP , the significance of c is defined as follows:
SIG.c, P / D H.P /  H.P [ c/

(8)

If SIG.c, P / is relatively large, we say that the single condition attribute c has great influence on
the classification capacity of the condition attribute subset P . Here, c D arg Max¹SIG.ci , RED.C //º
means to select a best ci from set Attr to maximize SIG.ci , RED.C //.
Definition 11
For P  RED.C /, compatibility granule knowledge on P can be defined as
CLm D ¹xi , xj j 8xi , xj 2 U , SP .xi / D SP .xj /º

(9)

CL D ¹CL1 , CL2 , ...º
That means that the objects that have the same compatibility granule can be taken as a same class,
so the compatibility granule knowledge is a kind of partition of the universe.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Attribute Reduction
Input
Output
Procedure

W
W
W

Return

W

incomplete information system S
reduction set RED.C /
set RED.C / D ¿
set Attr D C  RED.C / D C
while H.RED.C // > H.C /
c D arg Max¹SIG.ci , RED.C //º, ci 2 Attr
add c to RED.C /
delete c from At t r
RED.C /

Compatibility Granular Table
Input
Output
Procedure

W
W
W

Return

W

incomplete information system S
compatibility Granular Table HLG
set HLG D ¿
set i D 1
while RED.C / is not empty
c D arg Max.SIG.cj , P //, cj 2 RED.C /
add c to HLGi
delete c from RED.C /
set i D i C 1
[
HLG D ¹HLGi º

3.2.3. Example. As Table I presents, sensing data of smart home, with general mode, total 35
data with five characters, which need to be transferred. Here, Table I can be seen as an incomplete information system S D .U , A, V .f /, U D ¹Rm1, Rm2,    Rm5º, A D C [ D, C D
¹temp, humi, lumi, power, locationº, D D ¹sensitivityº. First, we set RED.C / D ¿, Attr D C .
To calculate the information entropy of condition attribute set C , we should build the compatibility
granule SC .Rmi/:
SC .Rm1/ D ¹1º, SC .Rm2/ D ¹2º, SC .Rm3/ D ¹3º,
SC .Rm4/ D ¹4º, SC .Rm5/ D ¹5º
So, the information entropy of C is
1
H.C / D .0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C 0/ D 0
5
For each condition attribute, we obtain information entropy H.Ci /
H.¹tempº/ D 0.2773, H.¹humiº/ D 0.7202, H.¹lumiº/ D 0.9652
H.¹powerº/ D 0.7655, H.¹locationº/ D 0.3819
So, we add the most important attribute ¹tempº into set RED.C /, RED.C / D ¿ [ ¹tempº D
¹tempº, and delete ¹tempº from set Attr, Arrr D ¹humi, lumi, power, locationº. Now, H.RED.C // D
H.¹tempº/ D 0.2773 > 0, so another loop is necessary:
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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SIG.¹humiº, ¹tempº/ D H.¹t º/  H.¹t , humiº/ D 0
SIG.¹lumiº, ¹tempº/ D H.¹t º/  H.¹t , lumiº/ D 0
SIG.¹powerº, ¹tempº/ D H.¹t º/  H.¹t , powerº/ D 0.1387
SIG.¹locationº, ¹tempº/ D H.¹t º/  H.¹t , locationº/ D 0.2773
Add ¹locationº, which has the largest SIG value, into RED.C /, RED.C / D ¹temp, locationº,
delete ¹locationº from Attr, Attr D¹humi, lumi, powerº. Now, H.RED.C //DH.¹temp, locationº/D
0, end the loop. We obtain the attribute reduction of C :
RED.C / D ¹temp, locationº
To obtain the compatibility granule knowledge table, we first set P D ¿, i D 1. Use RED.C / D
¹temp, locationº ¤ ¿, we should find c 2 RED.C / to maximize SIG.cj , P /, which is condition attribute ¹tempº. And the corresponding compatibility granule knowledge is CL1 D
¹¹1, 2º, ¹3, 5º, ¹4ºº. Add ¹tempº to P and delete ¹tempº from RED.C /, we obtain P D ¹tempº,
RED.C / D ¹locationº.
HLG1 D ¹tempº
CL1 D ¹¹1, 2º, ¹3, 5º, ¹4ºº
GD.¹tempº/ D 0.36
For RED.C / is not empty, we set i D 2 and do the loop again.
HLG2 D ¹temp, locationº
CL2 D ¹¹1, 2º, ¹3º, ¹4º, ¹5ºº
GD.¹temp, locationº/ D 0.28
The compatibility granule knowledge for this example is shown in Table II. Then, the data dimension is reduced to one character (temperature) with GD D 0.36 or two characters (temperature and
location) with GD D 0.28. In practice, the GD is adaptive with the QoS parameter. When deluge-like
data bursts, the performance of QoS becomes worse and the larger GD will be chosen adaptively for
less characters of data. After that, more information can be presented via setting smaller GD.
4. COGNITIVE DATA ABANDON
4.1. Sensitivity parameters for different applications
QoS can be described as a range of services that a network requires when transmitting data flow.
It can be quantified as the bandwidth, delay, jitter, loss rate, throughput, and other performance
indicators. Different applications have different requirements on certain parameters. For example,
Telnet protocol is only sensitive to the parameter of delay. Some real-time transmission protocols
such as VoIP are sensitive to bandwidth, delay, delay jitter, loss rate, and throughput. Table III
shows the requirements of various applications whose parameter sensitivity for different applications has a big gap. For a specific application, it will enable users to obtain satisfactory services
only when all of the parameters are guaranteed. On the contrary, even if one of them cannot meet
the needs of users, it may lead to grievances or unbearability. Even if the upper layer protocol can
filter out these packets, they still increase the burden to the terminals. Therefore, these packets can
be defined as ‘useless packet’ and should be first dropped when congestion appears. Protocols such
as Interv/RSVP promise to meet the needs of all the QoS parameters before the packets are sent into
Table II. Compatibility granule knowledge table.

Level 1
Level 2

Attribute set

Granule knowledge

GD

temp
temp, location

(1,2),(3,5),(4)
(1,2),(3),(4),(5)

0.36
0.28
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Table III. Parameter requirements for applications.
ToS

Bandwidth (bps)

Delay (ms)

Jitter (ms)

Packet loss (%)

>0.2M
—
>21k
>20M

—
6800
6400
6250

—
—
630
61

—
—
61
61

FTP
Telnet
VoIP
HDTV

FTP, File Transfer Protocol; VoIP, voice over Internet Protocol; HDTV, High Definition Television.

the network. They only ensure the application to occupy adequate resources on a condition that the
link state is good enough. But when a sudden change in the hardware environment leads to bad link
state, they cannot ensure that all the packets that arrive can meet the requirements. In this case, many
‘useless packets’, as we defined before, will be transmitted in the network. The current studies are
limited to how to ensure the promised priority if the application does not occupy resource out of its
range. In this condition, those ‘useless packets’ will still be sent to other nodes or terminals according to their priority. This may have little impact when there are adequate resources of network to
ensure the quality of communication for all applications. But when the congestion occurs, there will
be an improper situation that some useful but low-priority packets get dropped whereas other useless but high-priority packets could be forwarded. Then, the throughput of useful packets actually
becomes smaller.
4.2. Algorithm for CDA
The current cognitive networks often use the method of computing users’ priorities to ensure the
satisfaction of the terminal. Some studies suggest that the delay and throughput can be used as the
main target to measure the satisfaction of users. Some studies suggest that delay can be used instead
of throughput to measure the satisfaction of users. By reducing average delay of packets, we can
improve the performance of the network. These methods are actually a kind of estimation of system state. They are not able to establish the corresponding relationship between users’ QoS and
the system objective. Figure 3 shows the packets’ forwarding mode in the current network. When
the congestion occurs, the network will drop low-priority packets to ensure high-priority packets’
forwarding. Actually, different applications in the network have different sensitivities for the certain
QoS parameters. According to this theory, this paper proposes a new method to dynamically adjust
the application’s QoS. It determines the parameter space according to the packet’s type of service. It
compares real-time values of the parameters calculated by the cognitive layer with pre-set boundary
values of applications and uses exponential weighting form to remark the packet’s drop probability.
We add a cognitive layer to calculate a new drop probability of the arriving packet. The cognitive
layer sets the total parameter space as P D P1 , P2 , ..., Pn ; the weights of n parameters can be set as
w1 , w2 , ..., wn .w1 C w2 C ... C wn D 1/. Each cognitive node should set the threshold max[i] of
every parameter that the application is interested on before development. The algorithm is described

Figure 3. Forwarding mode in the current network.
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Figure 4. Forwarding mode joined proposed method.

as follows: For each packet, the cognitive layer calculates a new drop probability by its parameter
space P D P1 , P2 , ..., Pn and the threshold maxŒi as the formula
²
1 if.9/pthrowŒi > 1
Pthrow D Pn
i D1 pthrowŒi  wi

Cognitive_user_packet(pkt)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

type pkt.TOS
P _pkt
init_packet_P _pkt.type/
n P _pkt.length
result
0
while n > 0
do param_avg_valueŒi get_avg_value.pkt.P Œi/
pthrowŒi param_avg_valueŒi=maxŒi
if pthrowŒi > 1
then result D 1
break
else result
result C pthrowŒi  wŒi
n n1

Pthrow means the overall probability of throwing data. Figure 4 shows the process of cognitive
QoS method based on the parameter sensitivity. When the congestion does not occur, the route still
forwards the packet by its priority. But when the network congestion occurs, the route will drop
the packet that has relatively larger probability of packet loss. In this way, the network can transmit
more useful data to the terminal.
5. DYNAMIC SPECTRUM SHARING
5.1. Principal–agent
This paper introduces the principal–agent theory [44], because the behavior of PU offering idle
spectrum resources to SU can be abstracted as a principal–agent behavior. PU, who owns the spectrum, is the principal and SU is the agent who needs the resources and wishes to buy them. In this
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Cooperative transmit in cognitive radio network.

paper, if SU wants to obtain the ways of using PU’s spectrum, he has to cooperate with PU. SU
can construct a link with PU and then let PU transmits data through this link and simultaneously
utilizes the holes for his or her own service (Figure 5). In the games of cooperation or competition for spectrum resources existing between the principal and agent, or ‘conflict of interest and
coordination’ in economics word, we study behavior of the decision-making process for pursuit of
maximum effectiveness by the two parties and establish feasible mechanisms.
5.2. Some assumptions in general model
H1: We assume that the pricing is quality based [36,45]. Thus, both principal’s and agent’s benefits
are related with the utility of radio link quality. We also have that the principal is risk neural
and agent is risk averse. This assumption conforms to the general principal–agent relationship, which means that the PU’s utility function u1 can be replaced with their monetary gain
w1 (u1 =w1 ). On the other hand, the SU’s utility function u2 fits the risk aversion requirement,
characterized by a concave-shaped curve (u2 =e w2 ).  is the absolute risk aversion degree,
and w2 is on behalf of his or her monetary income.
H2: The factors effecting the radio link quality can be classified into two kinds: static and dynamic.
We assume that the environment of the link between PU and SU is fairly stable at a certain
time slot. Hence, we set the effect denoted as  is a normal random variable, whose mean
equates T and variance equates  2 ,  Ï N.T ,  2 /. The dynamic effect is based on the link
profit presented by f .˛/ generated by SU. ˛ is a one-dimensional continuous variable and has
no correlation with . And the quality-based profit (money unit) Y D f .˛/ C , f 0 .˛/ > 0,
which means that Y is an increasing function of ˛. Therefore, Y Ï N.f .˛/ C T ,  2 /.
H3: PU needs to acquire appropriate compensation for his or her sharing. As H1, the link revenue
(S ) is relevant to the link quality profit (Y ), we have S D ˇ  Y , ˇ 2 Œ0, 1 is cooperation coefficient influenced by PU’s ongoing transmission. If ˇ D 0, it means that although PU shares
his or her link, SU uses nothing but only takes on PU’s transmission as a relay. If ˇ D 1, PU
shares all to SU selflessly.
H4: PU will provide his or her idle spectrum with cost (he has paid and has the authority). And
the payment function is assumed as follows: C.˛/ D b˛, where b > 0 indicates pricing
coefficient.
From the agent’s perspective, the profit is obtained by the spectrum resources supplement. The
payment is the influence of the link quality, so his or her participation constraint must also meet the
benefits that outweighed the charge. On this basis, the agent’s decision-making depends on b set by
the principal and ˇ presenting the principals’ utilization. According to certain ˇ and b, the agent
establishes his or her profit functions to maximize the utility and clear how much is the optimal
amount to buy. When the principal is busy (ˇ is low), the way to let an agent buy more resources is
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to decrease the price. If ˇ is high, the principal’s rational choice is to have a makeup. Hence, first
of all, the principal needs to clarify the agent’s decision-making mode and then establish the utility
function to determine the b with certain ˇ to make his or her own utility maximized, when the agent
is also willing to buy the corresponding spectrum resources.
5.3. Certainty equivalent
The utility of PU and SU is denoted by Y , which is a random variable and is hard to measure. So, we
need to derive the certainty equivalent [46] of two parties’ profits. It can be summarized as follows:
w2 D S  C
D ˇ.f .˛/ C /  b˛

(10)

Because the distribution of  is normally distributed, so w2 Ï N.!, ˇ 2  2 /, here
! D ˇ.f .˛/ C T /  b˛

(11)

We define wQ 2 as the certainty equivalent [9] of w2 . As u2 D e
E.u2 / D E.e
Z

w2

w2

, we have

/


1

.w2 !/2

e 2ˇ2  2
e w2 p
D
dw2
2ˇ
1
De

ˇ 2  2 2 2!
2

Z

1

e



1

where

R1

e



Œw2 C.ˇ 2  2 /2
2ˇ 2  2

1

p

2ˇ 

Œw2 C.ˇ 2  2 /2
2ˇ 2  2

p
2ˇ

dw2

dw2 D 1. Let e wQ2 D E.u2 /, so we have wQ2 D  ˇ

2 2

2

C !, then

ˇ2 2
2

(12)

w1 D Y  S C C D .1  ˇ/Y C b˛

(13)

wQ 2 D ˇ.f .˛/ C T /  b˛ 
Likewise, PU’s monetary income
And u1 D w1 , so the certainty equivalent of w1 is

wQ 1 D .1  ˇ/.f .˛/ C T / C b˛

(14)

5.4. Practical situation
In practice, SU can only base on some observable results for PU’s bill. So the problem can be
regarded as a two-step dynamic game. In the first step, SU maximizes his or her own utility wQ 2 :
max .

ˇ.f .˛/ C T /  b˛ 

ˇ2 2
2

(15)

The result is
ˇf 0 .˛/ D b

(16)

Suppose ˛ satisfies Equation (16).
In the second step, under constraint conditions, PU chooses proper activities to maximize his or
her own utility wQ 1 :
max .
.1  ˇ/.f .˛/ C T / C b˛
s.t.
wQ 2 > w0
ˇf 0 .˛/ D b

(17)

Here, w0 is the lowest benefits with which SU is willing to be involved and is treated as
opportunity cost.
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5.5. Systematic model
In this section, we propose a systematic model. For SU’s requirement, transmitting rate is one of the
most important parameters to evaluate the link quality. But SU i , i 2 ˆ needs various transmitting
rate for its application, which makes the measurement of quality also different. Therefore, we use
a satisfactory function [25, 35, 47] to evaluate it. Here, we use sigmoid function [48] as satisfactory
function, and Ri , i 2 ˆ is used to replace the ˛ set in H2 as transmitting rate for each SU i . Then,
the f .˛/ can be written with this system model
f .Ri / D

wc

1 C e i .Ri R1i /

(18)

where wc is monetary coefficient, i is satisfactory coefficient, and R1i is the threshold of protocol
requirement. Also, the payment C.˛/ in H4 is verified to bRi . Hence, Equation (16) is rewritten:

0
wc
ˇ
Db
(19)
1 C e i .Ri R1i /
Satisfying Ri > R1i , we obtain
Ri

D R1i 

1
i

ln

q
ˇ wc i 2b ˇ 2 wc2 i2 4bˇ wc i
2b

(20)

s.t. 4b 6 ˇwc i
The other result

Ri

Proof
If

Ri

D R1i 

1
i

ln

D R1i 

1
i

ln

q
ˇ wc i 2bC ˇ 2 wc2 i2 4bˇ wc i
2b

q
ˇ wc i 2bC ˇ 2 wc2 i2 4bˇ wc i
2b

ln

exists, with Ri > R1i , we have

q
ˇ wc i 2bC ˇ 2 wc2 i2 4bˇ wc i

q

is discarded.

2b

<0

ˇwc i  2b C ˇ 2 wc2 i2  4bˇwc i < 2b
q
ˇ 2 wc2 i2  4bˇwc i < 4b  ˇwc i
As 4b  ˇwc i 6 0,

q

ˇ 2 wc2 i2  4bˇwc i < 0, which is impossible for real value.



i2 ˇwc e i .Ri R1i / 1  e i .Ri R1i /
f .Ri / D 

3
1 C e i .Ri R1i /
00



(21)

As Ri > R1i , we have e i .Ri R1i / < 1. Also, because all the coefficients are positive,
Equation (21) is negative, which shows that the slope of Ri along ˇ is decreasing. This just matches
the marginal effect in some microeconomics situation.
The next step is to maximize the benefits of PU similarly as in Equation (17).


PN
wc
max .
C Ti C bRi
(22)
i .1  ˇ/
 .R R /
1Ce

s.t.

i

i

1i

wQ 2 > w0
6. SIMULATION

6.1. CDA protocol simulation
This part runs on the NS-2 and designs a topology as in Figure 6 to test the performance of the network after joining the CDA based on parameter sensitivity. S1 to S4 are four different application
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Figure 6. Simulation topology.

servers, and D1 to D4 are the corresponding receivers. R1 to R4 are route nodes. The simulation
time is 50 s. There is a bottleneck link from R3 to R4. Its bandwidth is 0.8 Mbps and link delay
is 20 ms. Other links have 1-Mbps bandwidth and 20-ms link delay. S1 and S2 are File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) servers on TCP protocol. S3 is a Voice
server with 64-kbps sending rate. S4 is a CBR flow with 512-kbps sending rate. The network is
running in the congestion state most of the time in order to facilitate analysis when the link between
S3 and R1 suddenly becomes deteriorated.

Figure 7. Packets sent/lost.

Figure 8. Throughput comparison.
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For the four applications in this topology, the sort order of their priorities is (1) Voice, (2) FTP
and HTTP, and (3) CBR. Therefore, most of the dropped packets should be the CBR’s when congestion occurs. We define the situation of joining CDA to the network as cognitive_mode. The
opposite one is common_mode. When the state of the link between S3 and R1 suddenly becomes
bad, useless_packets will be recognized. If the cognitive nodes drop these packets early rather than
sending them to their destinations, the number of useful sending packets will increase. The overall
performance of the network can be evaluated by comparing the two methods. The main applications’
send/lost packets are shown in Figure 7. There are many useless packets that belong to the voice
stream in the network because of the bad link. The common_mode still sends these useless packets first because they have high priority. On the contrary, the cognitive_mode will drop the packets
according their packet loss probability. So, the useless packets will be dropped first although they
may have high priorities. This leads to the CBR and FTP’s number of packets lost to be reduced
and the FTP’s number of packets sent to be increased. In terms of total throughput of the network,
the cognitive_mode is higher than the common_mode (Figure 8). As mentioned earlier, the CDA
drops the useless packets when congestion occurs. The other applications can send more useful
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Figure 9. Relationship between Ri and ˇ of SU.
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packets and obtain small packet loss rate so the total throughput increased and the performance of
network improved.
6.2. Spectrum pricing simulation
In this simulation, performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), six SUs
tried to access the cognitive spectrum and i is set to {1,2,3,4,5,6} whereas R1i is {6,5,4,3,2,1}.
wc D 1. w0 and T are ignored for simplicity.
6.2.1. Cooperation coefficient. Here, we set b D 0.1 and ˇ 2 Œ0, 1. First, from Figure 9, we can
see six ˇ Ri curves of SU i . After the cost reaches certain values, these curves have similar upward
trends, which means that SU i prefers more resources when transmission burden as a relay is low;
however, the marginal effect decreases. For SU 1 , when the cooperation coefficient is larger than 0.4,
the resources could be accepted. Similarly, after the ˇ arrives at about 0.2, 0.16, 0.12, 0.1, and 0.1,
respectively, for SU 2  SU 6 , the resources can satisfy the requirements. We can also obtain the

Figure 11. SUs’ access in cooperative effect.
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situation of who accesses in the spectrum with various ˇ, shown in Figure 11. The long bar means
successful access. Second, the rules of PU’s benefit based on the cooperation can be achieved,
illustrated in Figure 10. The curve is roughly convex, which means that a maximum exists. When
ˇ D 0.41, the PU obtains his or her biggest revenue umax
D 5.5362. According to Figure 11, at this
1
moment, only SU 1 fails in entering. As the vertex passes, because of the much selfless cooperation,
the profit goes down.
6.2.2. Pricing coefficient. In this part, ˇ D 0.5 and b 2 Œ0, 1 are configured. Figure 12 shows that
SU i buys less spectrum with price appreciation. SU i with different characters follows different gradient. The curve drops more significantly for SU i who requires a higher rate. Even SU 1  SU 6 give
up access after the price coefficients reach about 0.13,0.25,0.37,0.50,0.62,and 0.75, respectively. In
Figure 13, the PU’s benefits can be divided into six segments, because the number of involvers is
changed; also see Figure 14. The forward five segments climb in their region and the last one drops.
In the second segment, the profit achieves the maximum, when b D 0.25, umax
D 6.1387.
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Figure 13. PU’s benefit along b.

Figure 14. SUs’ access in price effect.
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Figure 15. Cross-layer design for the scheme.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multiple layer design is proposed to solve serial problems about mass data transmission in IoT, specific from architecture, data, protocol, and spectrum layers. In fact, all these solutions
are based on dynamic QoS optimization. Through some selected QoS parameters, the network can
adaptively change the scheme including data scale, data drop, spectrum sharing, and charging. These
QoS parameters also refer to the cross-layer design because a single layer cannot accurately describe
the situation of network performance, shown in Figure 15. Which parameter should be selected to
involve the adaption is complicated. Overabundant parameters will increase the computational cost,
whereas insufficient parameters may make the essential information deficient. Therefore, in the next
research progress, this issue will be mainly considered.
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